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à Introduction
Neurosurgical operations require very precise navigation. Not only during resection
surgery of brain tumors, also for the placement of electrodes for the electrical stimulation
of some specific deep−brain structures. In particular, the placement of electrodes for
stimulation of the Nucleus Subthalamicus (STN) in the deep brain may enable Parkinson
patients to reduce their spontaneous tremor, which is often invalidating them.
Today, with Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Computed Tomography scanners it is
possible to image the patient in three dimensions at high resolution, typically 0.5−1 mm
in each direction.
However, it is often difficult to find the many individual brain nuclei on these scans due
to the low contrast and the noise. The mapping of an electronic brain atlas on the scans
substantially helps the navigation. The atlas is based on a mean patient, and will not fit
the data. So a 3D warping method is necessary. In this paper we describe a warping
based on anatomical landmark registration. The 3D deformation field is constructed by
means of an interpolation based on thin plate splines, a special form of the radial basis
functions. In Mathematica the code is very short, readible and efficient.
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url = "http:www.bmi2.bmt.tue.
nlimage-analysisPeopleBRomenyimages";
Show@Import@url <> "Odin.jpg"D, ImageSize ® 200D;

Fig. 0. Open MRI on the neurosurgical theatre enables imaging during surgery (Medtronic − Odin
N20, Maastricht University Hospital, the Netherlands).
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Show@Import@url <> "Brainatlas.jpg"D, ImageSize ® 400D;

Fig. 0. Electronic brain atlas mapping on Magnetic Resonance slices.

à Thin Plate Splines
In order to warp a brain atlas onto an MRI scan of the brain we identify so called
landmarks of which the correspondence between the atlas and the scan is known.
Because of this correspondence we can find the vector field that can be used for the
warping procedure. The vector field is found by interpolating the know vectors at the
location of the landmarks. Hence we first introduce interpolation of arbitrarily spaced
points in multiple dimensions.
Imagine a thin metal plate of infinite extent that is fixed at certain points xi = 8xi , yi < at
the heights fi , i Î I (and neglect gravity).The metal plate has a shape such that its
surface is minimally bent.The bending energy of such a plate sHx, yL equals
¶2 sHx,yL
¶2 sHx,yL
¶2 sHx,yL
(1)
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This is an instance of a semi−norm proposed by Jean Dychon.
In order to find the shape of a plate that is fixed at the points mentioned above we will
have to find the minimizer of equation (1) such that the constraints, sHxi L = fi for all i Î
I, are met. The shape can be approximated by finding that s that minimizes
(2)
E(s) = S Ë sHxi L - fi Ë2 + Λ Ebend HsL .
iÎI
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The first part of this convex energy functional makes sure the constraints are met and the
second part smooths the result. Λ Î R is a parameter that controlls the quality (deviation
from the constraints) of the approximation. A smaller value of Λ results in a better
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I, are met. The shape can be approximated by finding that s that minimizes
(2)
E(s) = S Ë sHxi L - fi Ë2 + Λ Ebend HsL .
iÎI

The first part of this convex energy functional makes sure the constraints are met and the
second part smooths the result. Λ Î R is a parameter that controlls the quality (deviation
from the constraints) of the approximation. A smaller value of Λ results in a better
approximation, ultimately achieving interpolation when Λ tends to 0.
Duchon was one of the first who recognised that the solution of the variational problem
can be written in the form
(3)
sHxL = S wi ΦH ÈÈ x - xi ÈÈL + pHxL .
Here

iÎI

2 q-d
Ø
HLog@rDL
≤r
Φ@r_D = WithA8q = 2<, ≤
∞ 2 q-d
r
±

EvenQ@2 q - dD
OddQ@2 q - dD

E;

is a so called radial basis function. We negelect q, which is a setting for the order of the
norm that will be minimized. d sets the number of dimensions, for our fiducial metal
plate d = 2. pHxL is a polynomial that lies in the null space of the differential operator that
appears in the bending energy. In our example it thus takes the form a1 + a2 x + a3 y.
In order to find the interpolating (or approximating) function of the form of equation (3)
we can simply solve a linear system of equations. Loosly said we are searching for the
solution of
B+ΛI Q y w
jij
zzJ N = jij f zyz
(4)
¬
O{ a
k0{
kQ
Here 8B<i, j = ΦH ÈÈ xi - x j ÈÈL , 8Q<i, j = 81, xi , yi < , I is the Identity matrix and
ij 0 0 0 yz
z
j
O = jjjj 0 0 0 zzzz. Those w and a that solve the linear system of equation (4) can be
k0 0 0{
plugged into equation (3) in order to find the expression for the shape we are looking for.
The method presented above is very elegant and educative. However, it is not the most
efficient way to perform thin plate spline interpolation on non−equispaced grids in the
sense of computational complexity. A fast variational multi−level method is presented by
Arigovindan et. al. Their method is orders of magnitude faster than the scheme presented
here.

á Implementation
We implemented the method that is sketeched above for a 2D metal plate for N
Dimensions. The module takes takes input similar to the built−in Inerpolation function
and returns a compiled function. The approximation accuracy is set to a fixed value of Λ
-6
= 10 .
data = 8

Input:

<
Output:

In[50]:=

88x1 , y1 , ...<, 8 f1 <<,
88x2 , y2 , ...<.8 f2 <<,
...,
88xn , yn , ...<, 8 fn <<

A compiled function
f[x,y,...]®R

If@$VersionNumber < 6. ,
<< LinearAlgebra‘
D;
$HistoryLength = 0;
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In[50]:=

Off@LinearSolve::"luc"D;
Off@General::"spell1"D;
RBFInterpolation@data_D :=
-6

ModuleA9M = Length@dataD, d = Length@dataP1, 1TD, Φ, Λ = 10 ,
f = Flatten@N@dataPAll, 2TDD, points = N@dataPAll, 1TD, BMatrix,
QMatrix, OMatrix, A, b, w, a, function, p, retval, rules, fallback=,
H* Definition of the RBF as proposed by Duchon *L
2 q-d
Ø
HLog@rDL EvenQ@2 q - dD
≤r
Φ@r_D = WithA8q = 2<, ∞
E;
≤ r2 q-d
OddQ@2 q - dD
±
H* Help mathematica to resolve this limit. *L
Φ@0.D = 0.;

H* Construct the matrix that should be inverted *L
OMatrix = Table@0., 8d + 1<, 8d + 1<D;
BMatrix = Map@
Φ@Norm@#DD &,
Outer@Plus, points, -points, 1D,
82<D ;
QMatrix = Map@Prepend@#, 1D &, pointsD;

H* Version 6 wants ArrayFlatten instead of BlockMatrix *L
A = IfA$VersionNumber ³ 6.,

i BMatrix + Λ IdentityMatrix@MD QMatrix yz
zzE,
ArrayFlattenAjjj
¨
OMatrix {
k QMatrix
i BMatrix + Λ IdentityMatrix@MD QMatrix yz
zzE
BlockMatrixAjjj
¨
OMatrix {
k QMatrix
E;
b = Flatten@Append@ f , Table@0., 8d + 1<DDD;
H* Solve the linear system of equations we just constructed *L
8w, a< = Block@8x, w, a<,
x = LinearSolve@A, bD; H*Chop@PseudoInverse@AD.bD*L
w = Take@x, 81, -Hd + 2L<D;
a = Take@x, -Hd + 1LD;
8w, a<
D;
H* some trickery to get the function to compile correctly. *L
p = Symbol  Table@"p" <> ToString@iD, 8i, d<D;
F = Map@ΦH° p - #´L &, pointsD;
function = 8
Table@8 pPiT, _Real<, 8i, d<D,
Evaluate@ a.Prepend@ p, 1D + w.FD
<;
H*dirty.... 0 log 0 evaluates as Indeterminate. A
diry way around this is by looking just next to it *L
rules = Table@ pPiT ® pPiT + $MachineEpsilon, 8i, d<D;
fallback = 8
Table@8 pPiT, _Real<, 8i, d<D,
Evaluate@ a.Prepend@ p, 1D + w.F . rulesD
<;
retval = Compile  function;
retvalP-1T = Compile  fallback;
retval
E

Example 1D
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We first show an example of interpolation through non equi−spaced points. Notice this
can also be achieved using the built−in Interpolation functionality. The curve is smooth
and indeed passes through the points it should interpolate.
data = 8880<, 80<<, 880.9<, 81<<,
882.5<, 81<<, 883<, 82<<, 885<, 81<<<;
f = RBFInterpolation@dataD;
Plot@
f@xD,
8x, 0, 5<, Epilog ® 8PointSize@0.02D,
Hue@1D, Point  Partition@Flatten@dataD, 2D<D;
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Example 2D

Some image compression methods employ interpolation as a reconstruction method.
Values of "important" pixels are usually stored in a tree structure in order to reduce
overhead. As an example we randomly select approximately a little bit less than 14% of
the pixels of an image of Lena:
In[1]:=

In[41]:=

image = Import@"~Datalena128x128.bmp"DP1, 1T  N;
8m, n< = Dimensions@imageD;

Α = 0.15;
samplepositions = Extract@
Flatten@Outer@List, Range@nD, Range@mDD, 1D,
Union@Sort@
Table@
8Random@Integer, m nD<
, 8Round@Α m nD<
D
DD
D;
values = Transpose@8Extract@image, samplepositionsD<D;
data = N@MapThread@List, 8samplepositions + 0.2, values<DD;
Length@valuesD
PrintA"Using ",  100.,
mn
"% of the pixels of the original image."E;
Using 13.9221% of the pixels of the original image.

A visualisation of the selected samples is shown below.
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In[55]:=
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SetOptions@ListDensityPlot, Mesh ® False,
PlotRange ® 80, 254<, Frame ® FalseD;
ListDensityPlot@
SparseArray@
samplepositions ® Flatten@valuesD, Dimensions@imageD, 254
D
D;
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In[57]:=

interpolatedimage = RBFInterpolation@dataD;
ListDensityPlot@
Table@
interpolatedimage@x, yD,
8x, 1, 128<, 8y, 1, 128<
D
D;

The reconstructed image clearly shows the face of lena. The edges are not very sharp,
which results in poor perceptual quality. Off course one can not expect sharp edges when
interpolating random samples with the smoothest function possible. More sophisticated
interpolation methods (employing, for example, anisotropic non−linear diffusion) or
smarter sample selection significantly increase the quality of the reconstructed image at
low compression rates.

á BrainWeb Reference Points
á Talairach Reference Points
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